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0. Introduction 
This report is a cartntinuation of [3,4,5] and an expansion of the resuk announced 
in [6,7]. Our notat+n will follow current usage as much as possible (with [Iz, 1 I, 261 
as our main refereuj, .es); but we will assume some familiarity with the conventions 
established in our et!rlier works. The central theme is the construction of topological 
ultraproducts using:) regular and (especially) good ultrafilters. The ultraproduct 
construction, tradkonally a part of model theory, has been investigated in a 
topological context and has proved to be an intere&ing source of uncountable 
zero-dimensional spaces. Here we use good ultrafilters to obtain spaces which have 
the Baire categoq property in higher cardinals as well as other combinatorial 
properti ;=s (includi -q regular-open algebras which have high-cardinal distributivity). 
* Research partly su~~~~,)rted by a Canadian NRC. Post-doctoral Fello~vslrJg at McMaster Univ., 
Hamilton, Ontario (prl+ mp ant address: Math. Dept. Southern Ill. Univ., Carbondale, Illinois). 
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The broad motivation for studying topological ultraprodr:.cts is to establish a general 
theory of topological reduced products, of which the familar box product is a special 
case. 
To review the basic definitions, let K be an infinite cardinal number and let 
(X, : a < K) be a K-sequence of topological Spaces. An Ope box is a Cartesian 
product ‘flK Ua where U, E r,, the topology on Xa. The Cartesian product n, Xol, 
togciher with the open boxes, form a space called the box pmduct (again denoted 
n, X,). Let D be a filter of subsets of K, and define, for x, y en,Xa, x -y iti 
i cb!: x$-j = yu} E L). This reMion is clearly an equivalence, and the quotient pace 
/D is the topological reduced product via D. The natural 
:rI,Xa+rI,Xa is an open map; and r&II, UJ=& U, = 
{[&: {a : x, E v,) E D) is called an open reduced bm when the UQ are open in the 
corresponding Xa. A very elementary but important observation is that whenever ,(I& 
is a basis for :L _ then n, s, = m, &: Ua E 9i3, all ar < K} is a basis for the reduced 
product opology. We also note that when D = {K}, the D-reduced product is just the 
box product; and when D is an ultrafilter nDXa is the D-ultraproduct if the &‘s. 
Because we will need to look at topological ultraproducts fram the standpoint of 
model theory, we take time V hut here to describe rc;duced products in an aiternate 
form: If (X, 7) is a space we treat it 2s ii relazionai structure (X U 7; X, 7, 5 ) with 
universe X U T, unary rele?ians X, T, and the binary relation g of membership 
between elements of X and elements of 7, The topologicai reduced product &, XLll is 
thee the structure ( flE, Xa U n, G ; IID XL (IID G )*, IID f a ), where t I ID G )* is the 
topology generated by &, T,, (clearly a topological base). The relation n,f o is no 
longer “real” membership (ix Jo &, 5 a TID U, iff{a : xas J&} E D), but it is iso- 
morphic in the model-tht:oretic sense to membership, so no real difficvlties arise in 
that regard. We will return to the model-theoretic a preach to topological 
ultraproducts in a later section where we prove the ratliel surprising result that 
whenever (Xa : Q! < K) is a sequence of perfect regular spaces of cardinal + weight 1.4 
exp(K) (here “perfect” means “having no isolated points”) and D is a good ultrafilter 
on K then nDXa -n,(Q), provided ~XP(K) = K+ (Q denotes the space of rational 
numbers, and &, ( Y) = n, Y, where each Y. is Y. Also “=” denotes homeomor- 
phism, not model-theorl?tic somorphism which is signified by “5”). 
ask cmcepts an 
Let K be a cardinal nirmber. & space X is K-Baire if intersections of <K dense open 
sets are dense. X is K-additive (here we follow the usage of Sikorski [23]. In [3,4,5] 
we used the terminology “K -open”; and in [12] the designation “&space” is given) 
if intersections of <K open sets of 1y are open. or-additive spaces are popularly 
known as B-spaces. 
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Let Ip be a family sb sets, with K, A =Z 00 cardinals (we abuse notation slightly). F is 
(K, A )-COf?l~GCt if %+X2 :“- ,ver & C, p has power <K and every Fl C & of power <h has 
nonempty intersection, then Fo has nonempty intersection. A space X is K-compact 
if the collection of L2osed subsets of X is (00, K)-compact. We borrow some 
terminology from model theory and say that X is weakly K-saturated if X has an 
open basis which is (K~ o)-compact. 
e a-Baire, o-additive, and weakly w-saturated; the Baire 
or-Baire spaces; and Martin’s Axiom is equivalent o the 
assertion that every compact Hausdorff space with the countable chain condition is 
c-Baire, where c = exp(o) = the power of the Continuum. 
In the sequel we denote the set of subsets of S by P(S), with P,(S) denoting 
{ASS: IAIcK} for ti a cardinal. Let D be an ultrafilter on K and let A be any 
cardinal. D is h-reguLw if Qwe is a -‘regularizing” set E E 0 of power A such that 
every [ < K is contained in only finitely many members of E (i.e. E is poi;3t-finite). D
is A-good if D is countably incomplete (i.e. D is not closed under countable 
intersections) and for all p <A any “monotone” F : P,(& + D (F is monotone if F 
is order -reversing, i.e. s E t + F(s) 2 F(t) j “dominates” a “multiplicative” 
G : P,(p) + D (i.e. there is a function G such that G(s) E F(s) for all s E I&,,(~ j and 
G(sUt)=G(s)nG(tj for all s, tdP&jj. 
We ccllect some cc;mbinatorial results about regular and good ultrafilters, and 
about the ultraproduczs they form. 
1.1. Proposition. Eveyy countably incomplete ultrafilter is oI-good. 
Proof. This is a standard result and a straightforward application of the 
definition. Cl 
1.2. Proposition. Let D be A-good on K. Then D is p-regular for all CL < A. 
Proof. This result is a?lso standard (see [S, 111) but less straightforward, sowe include 
a proof. 
First, since D is countably incomplete, we can find a sequence K= 10 zz II s l l l of 
elements of D ~hosk: intersection is empty. Define F : P&) + D by F(s) = Il.+ 
Clearly F is monotone, so since D is il -good there is a multiplicative G s F (i.e. G is 
dominated by F). Let 25 E B, (p ) be the singleton sets and define E = rng( G 1 E). We 
show E is a ~1 -regulaT zing set for D. Now given 5 < K, {T < p : 5 E G({q})} can have 
no more elements th;r!! the number n(t) = max{m: 5 E I& For suppose ‘111, . - . , +qm 
are distinct with e E G ’ (q}) all 1~ i < m. Then by multiplicativity, 
som- = n(r). Thus E is ;;!oint-finiae. To show IEI = p, we know that Ix[= ,p and for any 
5 c K, J~-~(G(g}j)ls ): (6). Thus the point inverses of G are finite. C3 
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emark. No ultrafilter on K can be K+ -regular; and one can show quite easi 
K -regular uitrafiiters abound. Thus, at best, we can hope for the existence of K’-good 
uitrafiiters on K. This was originally proved to be true by Keisier using K+ = exp(rc); 
and subsequently by Kunen using only ZFC (see [12,17]). If D is an ultrafilter on K, 
we say D is regular if D is ~-regular aad D is goLld if D is K’-good. 
We next turn to the cardinality of ultraproducts. 
13. Proposition. Let S be an infinite set, D a regular ultrafilter on K. Then In, (S)l = 
K 
IS I . 
roof. This is a well-known result (see [S, 111). 0 
1.4. Proposition. Let D be a courrtabiy incomplete ultrafilter on K and assume that 
(n, : QI < K) is a seqk:ence of natural numbers such that for al! I E D, sup(n, : a E I) = o. 
Then In, n,la c. h4oreover if D is good, then Ino n,l= exp(rc). 
Proof. The first assertion is well-known and caln be fisund in [8, 111. The second 
assertion is due to Keisler and Prikry [ 151. The proof proceeds as follows: Define 
F:P,(K~D by F(s)=(cY<K: na 3 2’“‘). F is monotone so let G SF be multi- 
plicative. For cx < K let s, = @ < K: Q E G{(P))}, zi finite set. Then (Y E G(s,) 2 F(s,) 
SO n, > 2’“‘. Let Ha map 2’m one-one into n,x. For f E2K define fen, n, by 
$x)=Bi,(fisui. 
If’ f, g E 2”, fa z go, then for all cx E G({P}) we have p E s,, so fi s, # g 1 s, and L Z & ; 
whence f # g implies [i;]P # [& and exp(K) c iL[ D na I. C 
The next proposition is crucial to the establishment of Baire properties for 
topological ultraproducts. 
1.5. Proposition. Let (S,: a < K) be a K-sequence of sets with D a h-good ultrafilter 
on K. Then any fr?#mily of ultraboxes in n, S, is (A, o)-compact. 
roof. This is proved in a manner similar to tihe way in which one proves that A -good 
ultraproducts of relational structures are h-saturated in the sense of Morley and 
Vciught (see [8,11]). 
Fix K=IOz&zi l * as in the proof of Proposition 1.2 and Set p < A with 
Ju = (n, MC&: 6 <cc) a family of H ultraboxes from &, Sa with the finite inter- 
section property. We show ~JX # 8. So let F : P,(h) + D be given by 
F is monotone so let G s F be multiplicative, and define s, := (8 c (1~: a!E G({&})), a 
finite set (since G is mul,tiplic’ative, Is, IG n ((u) = max{m : a E Im}). Now for each (Y c K 
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define 
any member of n .M,,,& if there is one, 
& = SE& 
arbitrary otherwise, 
1.6. Corollary. Let (X, : CY < K) bc u u-sequence of topological spaces with D a 
h-good ultrafilter on K. Ttien nD X0 is weakly &saturated. c1 
2. The B&e category bh+:osrerm 
A central lemma of [S I 4, 51 will be often quoted in the sequel, so we state and 
prove it here. 
2.1. Proposition. Let (x:+: ac C K) be a u-sequence of topological spaces with D a 
A-regular ultrafilter on K. Dien &, X0! is A +-additive. 
Toof. Let E be a regular Zng subset of l?, say E = (I&: 4’ c A). U suffices to show that 
if 12 = (n, Ua,r: e < A ) is ,% family of A open ultraboxes and if [x]P E. nl.I then there is 
an open ultrabox n, LL with [x]P E JJ, Ua E nu. For each 6 <A i&t .& = 
{QI c K : X, E U&} E D am-f; or Q! c K define s, = (5 < A : cx E 4 n J,,}. Then each So is 
finite so define Ua = n,, .._ U&. 
We can now prove our fiilst theorem. 
2.2. Themem Let (x, L bCY < K) be a u-sequence of topological spaces with 1) a A-good 
ultrafilter on K. n&en n, .&, is A-Baire. 
Proof. By Proposition I ,:I, Corollary 1.6 and Proposition 2.1 *we have that nD Xa is 
&additive for all p < A. thence A -additive), and weakly A -saturated. We show this 
to be sufficient for &, ‘_ to bez A-Baire. Thus we prove that for any space X, if X is 
A -saturated and p -ad for all lu <A, then X is A -Baire. 
First pick an open basis 33 for X which is (A, &compact, pick p c A, and let 
U = (U& e < p) be dense open sets with B E 93 nonempty. We show B f7 nU # 8 by 
transfinite induction. Prr:ceeding as in the usual proofs of the Baire Pro 
o~48besuchthat0#1:~,c n Uo. This is possible since UO is dense open. 
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0 c 6 < p, if 6 = Q + ‘JI then let & G & n Ms. If 8 is a limit ordinal we wish to defi 
in terms of Mb and the decreasing chain (&: 5 c 8). This can be done if ne< 
MS is nonempty and open; for we can just let & f fl be an element of @ contained 
in n,,, & f7 A& Since Ma is dense open it suffices to show &&3~ to be 
nonempty open. But this is true since ISI c p ; and X is p- additive as well as 
weakly A-saturated. We now have a decreasing chain (f&: f < p) of nonempty basic 
open sets so again use weak A-saturicity to conclude np_ & f 8. But this set 
is contained in B i7 (7U. Cl 
Noting that the collection of dense open subsets of any topological space 
has the finite intersection property (it is indeed a filterbase), we have the following 
corollary. 
.3. cor~~l~~~. Let (& : CY < K) be a sequeace of spaces with D a good (=&good) 
ultrafilter on K. Then the filterbase of dense open subsets of n, & is K ‘-compkte (i.e. 
closed under <K+ intersections). a 
Remarks. (i) By Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.2 every countabiy incomplete 
ultraproduct is Baire (= ol-Baire) regardless of the topologies on the factor 
spaces Xa, They are also P-spaces (i.e. wl-additive) which means that, unless 
they are discrete, they cannot be complete metric or compact Hausdorff, the 
usual antf:cedents for Baire-ness. In fact it is a fairly simple exercise to show 
that non-discrete &paces can never be Tech complete (We haven’t checked out 
whether they can be co-compact in the sense of [I], but it seems doubtful that 
they are). 
(ii) Confort and Negrepontis have some results in 1121 (vide Theorems 6.15, 
15.8) about the K-Baire property. Their proofs do not differ in spirit from ours (or 
indeed from the classical proofs). 
(iii) The class of Baire spaces is closed under the taking of ultraproducts; for 
countably complete ultraproducts clearly preserve this property and countably 
incomplete ultraproducts create the Baire property for free (thus the class of 
non-B&z spaces is not closed under ultraproducts). 
(iv) Since K-good ultrafilters exist for any prescribed K, we have that any space X 
has ultrapowers which are J(:-Baire for arbitrary K. 
(v) ThS converse c ’ . J reposition 2.1 is also true. That is the ultrafilter-theoretic 
property of h-regularity of D is characterized by the fact that topological D- 
ultraproducts are A + -additive @ze [4]). Keisler originally proved (see [ 1 I, Problem 
4.3.321) that D is A-regular iff D-ultraproducts of relational structures are 
ere the associated. language has GA symbols). 
m exist3 for characterizing h-goodness of ultrafilters by what 
tOPOh#Cal properties they confer on tolJologica1 ultraproducts (for the mod 
theoreiic anabgue see [I 1, p icular is there an ultrafilter 
which is not h-good such that 
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In this and in the next two sections we explore some of the consequences of the 
K-Baire property, in ultraproducts and for general spaces as well. 
Assume that X is a cornpact Hausdorff space and that D is an ultrafilter. Then (see 
[d] for details) there is map 1imD :n, (X) + X, the D-limit map, which is a left 
inverse for the diagonal map A D :X + &, (X) taking x E X to the D-equivalence 
class of the constant map at x. Now although AD is rarely continuous, li.mD always is; 
so we make the followirrg definition: Let f: X + Y be a continuous map with Y 
HausdorK f is compact if f[X] ( = (f(x): x E X}) has compact closure in Y. If F is ai 
family of continuous ma s from X to Y, we say F is compact at x E X if F(x) = 
{f(x): f~ F} has compact closure in Y. Similarly define “F is compact on A G X”. 
Now if D is an ultrafilter on K and f : X + Y is compact we define f* : n, (X) -4 Y by 
the composition 
n,cx>-- -- nD ‘$ n, (f [X]) 
.- 
limD+ f [X] c y. 
Clearly f* is a compact continuous map. If F is a family of compact continuous maps 
we define F* in the obvious way. 
3.1. Tkeorem. Suppose F is a family of compact continuous maps from X to the 
Hausdorfj’space Y such that there is a nonempty open U s Xfor which F is compact at 
each point of U. Then there is an ultrafilter D and a nonempty open V c RID (X) such 
that F* is compact on V. 
Proof. Let K be the cardirality of the set ky of compact subsets of Y (the cofinality 
of ky as a directed set will do), and let D be a good ultrafilter on M. Then &) (X) is 
K +-Baire. By hypothesis F is compact at each point of U G X Thus F* is compact at 
each point of n, (,U) E l&, (X), a rrQnempty open set. For each IK E kjr let VK = 
{[XI*: F*([x]D) G K}. Then V K is open in flD (X). If all the v&s were dense it 
would follow that n {V’ : K E Ry} is also dense. l3ut then F* would not bte compact 
at some point of nD (u I, a contradiction. So let V be a nonempty open set missing 
some VK. n 
@mark, The above thee *em is a topological ultraproduct analogue of the classical! 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem Its proof doesn’t differ greatly in spirit from the classical 
one. 
4, The regular open ace 
ere we relate the K-Baire property to a prcperty of Boolean algebras. e wers 
led to sur result after reading Lemma C of lMans5eld [I81 which states essentially 
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that if a P-space X has an open basis such that every countable decreasing sequence 
of nonempty basic sets is nonempty then the algebra of regular open sets of X is 
(o15 cc)-distributive. We improve on this result (which is only stated in [18]) in the 
present section, after first establishing some notation. 
if X is a space and A c X then the closure of A, previously denoted A, will also be 
denoted A-. The interior of A will be denoted A*. An open U E X is regular open if 
U = U-O. The set 9% of regular open sets can be made irrto a complete Boolean 
algebra by defining ViEI Ui = (UiEl Ui)“G and U’ = (X - U)*. TWO well-known facts 
about %!X are: 
(i) that if X is regular then 3.X forms an open basis for X (“semiregularity”); and 
(ii) that for any U, V E 3X, U A V = U I7 V (indeed, if Ul, . . . , Un are open then 
(ulne l 47 un)-(I= u;* f-b l 47 vi*). 
A complete Boolean algebra I3 is (a, /3)4istributive, where 0 SG QI, 0 s 00 are 
cardinals, if for any K C LY, A < ,B and any K x A -indexed sequence (Q,, : 6 < K, q c A) 
of elements of B, 
We remark that our definition differs inessentially from that given in Sikorski [22]; 
and that the above equation holds in B iff its dual holds as well, since B is complete. 
4.1. Theorem. L.et X be a regular K-additive space, where K 2 w is a cardinal. The 
following are equivalent : 
(i) For any h < K and any sequence (U,: (<A) of open sets, (n,,, U’>-“= 
f&<A v,“. 
(ii) X is cc-Baire. 
(iii) 3X is (K, @-distributive. 
roof. 
Up 
(i)+ (ii). Let (Us: 5 <A) .be a sequence of derage open sets, A C K. Then 
=X for each 5. By (i), n,,, UE is dense. 
(i) 3 (iii). Let (U6.i : 5 C A, i E I) be a doubly indexed (sequence of regular open sets. 
By 6) 
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(iii)+(i). Let (V,: &h) be given. Now nreh U& U,, for each q <A so 
cn,,, v,)-* = n,,, ~1 always. For the reverse inclusion, assume first that the 
Q’s are regular open. y K-additivity /7,,, &* = n&e* & is open, hence it is 
contained in (nEer U6)? Back to the general case, we have that X is regular. Thus 
we can write Z& = Uial t&i where U& is regular open. NOW 
since each U e,+) is regular open. This last expression is 
by (iii). This is now 
(f&pii)-“~i-o=(fi u;D)uzfi u,” 
since, by K-additivity, the intersection is open. The desired equality thus holds. 
(ii)+(i). To show ([T,,, Vr;)-” z&, UFO we just show (r)&<* V,)- 2 
ng(* Vi*. This will do si:ice i_’ l&CA UF” is open. To obtain a contradiction, suppose 
x E nrch UFO -(n,,, UJ = V, an open neighborhoodof x by K-additivity. Then 
for each 7 <A, V c U; ’ so V c U, ; whence V-- S U,. Also we have VA 
(nEch L!& = 0. Now wilen, M, N are d&joint opien sets then (M-n N-)* = 
M--” A N-O z (M r, N)-* zzz 0, so M-n N- is closed nowhere dense (c.n.d.). Thus 
I/- n (n Tch V,)- is c.n.d. But also each V- - ir, E U, - U,, is c.n.d. By (ii), 
is also c.n.d.; whence 
is c.n,d. But x E V c A, a c:ontradiction. Cl 
. If we drop the rrzgularity hypothesis (we actually use only semiregularityj 
in Theorem 4.1 all we lose is the (iii) zs) (i)-direction. In particular it is always true that 
(i)e(ii), and either implies (iii). 
LetD be (;I h-good ultrafiher on K with ,( 
Then &, A& is’ (A, @-distributive. 
: CY < K) c;E family 19f spaces. 
L 
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Following the terminology of EIeGtt [13], we say a space Lx is resolvable if there 
are two &joint wbsets of X which axe each dense in X In [ 131 various conditions are 
found which ensure resolvability or unresolvability; and we show in the present 
section that topological ultraproducts tend to be resolvable in a very strong sense. 
Let h be a cardinal number (possibly finite). X is h-resolvable if there are A 
disjoint subsets of X which are each dense in X. Clearly A-resolvability gets 
increasingly restrictive as h increases and in particular 2-resolvable impties perfect 
( = no isolated points). Hewitt [13] describes a lmachine for producing perfect 
Hausdorff spaces which are unresolvable (the “submaximal” spaces (Bourbaki 
terminology [lo]) where every dense set is open). We go in the other direction and 
produce spaces which can support as many pairwise disjoint subsets as there are 
points in the space. 
We strengthen A-resolvability in the following way: A space X is sfrongfy 
A-resolvable if there is a family & of pairwise disjoint subsets of X such that each 
M E JU is closed discrete, of power A, such that each nonempty open U c X contains 
a member of A. Clearly if X is strongly A -resolvable then X is A -resolvable, even if 
we omit the requirement that each M be closed discrete. Again, strong A-resol- 
vability is a chain of properties; increasing in strength as A increases. 
The first theorem in this section is about how (strongly) resolvable topological 
ultraproducts can be. We first quote a time-honored combinatorial lemma (the 
original discoverer of which is unknown to us). 
. Lemma. Let K be an infinite cardinal and let (M, : a < K) be a collection of 
subsets of M, each of power K. Then for each a < K there is a set N, c A& such that the 
Na’s are pairwise disjoint and each N* has power K. 
roof. First well order K X K in type K as the sequence ((cue, &): 5 <: K) in such a way 
that if & = p, = /3, then 
Use induction. Suppose for each v c 6 we’ve chosen a point xca,,O,) E M(cr,,P,,j, all 
distinct. Then choose a new x(,,,~,) EM,,,,, since ISI< K. For all fl .L- M, I{[: & = 
a}1 = K. SO let No = {x(+,) : & = fi). [3 
We define a r-basis for a space X to be a collection U of nonempty open subsets of 
X such that every nonempty open set contams a member of 21. The v-weight, 
denoted n(X), is the least cardinal of a w-basis for X Plainly w(X) s w(X), the 
weight of X, 1. %% 
Let (X, : a < K) be a sequence of perfect Tl spaces such that for a! < K, 
-n(X,) 6 exp(rc); and let D be an ultrafiltet m K. 
-ze 
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(i) If D is regular, then n, & is stwngly K-resolvable and eXp(K)-resolvable. 
(ii) If D is good and if exp(K) = K+, then I-J, X, is strong/y exp( K)-resolvable. 
. (i; For each CY <K let u, be a n-bass for Xa of power be:xp(~ 1. Then 
is a 7r’-basis for fl,,Xa of power Slexp(~)"I = eXp(K). Moreover since each XLL is 
perfect, each Ua is then infinite; so by Proposition 1.3 each fl, t: has power 
amp(K). 
Well order fl,Ua = (n, U&,4: 5 <exp(rc)). By Lemma 5.1 we can shrink each 
&, Uol,& to a set N6 where NE n NV = P) for 5 < q < exp(pc) and each .!V.. has power 
exp(K). This shows that nDXa is exp(rc)-resolvable. ‘I o see that n,Xa is also 
strongly IC -resolvable, note that ultraproducts preserve the Tl axiom and K -regular 
ultrzprodncts are &additive. Tlrus all sets of power SK are closed discrete. So let 
A& c & have power K for each 5 C C=Xp(K). 
(ii) Let fi be K+-good and assume K+ = exp(rc). Now each X* is perfect Tl, SO if 
Ua ,c Xc is nonelmpty open there are closed discrete subsets of i/b! of: arbitrary finite 
cardinanIty. Fix nonempty U’ G Xa open, Q! < K, and let (n, : a < K) be a sequence of 
natural numbers uch that for each I E D!, sup(n, : a E I) = w (if such a sequence did 
not exist then every member of uK would be D-bounded, hence D-constant. Thus, 
n,(o) would be countable, contradicting the first clause in Proposition t.4), and let 
d;h <= U, be finite of power n,. Then nPF= G IlD Ucz is closed discrete of power 
exp,,r:), by Proposition 1.4. 
Let nD U, now be the v-basis from (i), &, U, = (n, U&z 6 <expl(rc)); and 
assume as an induction hypothesis that for fixed 6 <. exp(rc ),there is a closed discrete 
hi, = n, ua,?l, each q < 6, such that the M.‘s are all pairwise disjoint, of power 
exp(;;). Since fl, Xa is perfect, each M, is c.n.d. Also since &, Xu is K’-Baire and 
+= exp(K), we have lJ,,KE A&, is nowhere dense. Thus there is an open ultrabox 
r”r, Ua z &, U,,r which misses U ,&4& Let ML 3 nD F, as described above. Cl 
In the rest of this section we explore a little more deeply the relationships among 
the various resolvability notions which we’ve introduced. Our main thzme is that the 
on& implications among these properties are the obvious ones. Since many impli- 
cations fail trivially when we allow indiscrete counterexamples, we make some 
minimal separation assumptions, uch as the Tl axiom. The three obvious impli- 
cations are: 
(i) If X is strongly K-resolvable, then X is K-resolvable; 
(ii) If X is K-resolvable and A < K, then X is A -resolvable; and 
(iii) If X is strongly K-resolvable and A < K, then X is strongly A-resolvable. 
We first show how badly the converse of (i) can fail. 1: is easy to find counter 
es for K infinite and more diEcult for K finite. 
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ropa&ion. NO locally compact space is strongly o-resolvable. 
Proof. Let X be locally compact. Then no relatively compact open set can contain an 
infinite closed discrete subset. 0 
roposi~~o~. Let X be in&ire discrete of power K. Then X* = @X -X (where @X 
is the Stone-tech compactification of X) is exp(exp(K))-res&able hub not strongly 
o-resolvable. X”’ is, however, strongly n-resolvable for every n <CU. 
roof. (se,e [26j for details). X* has an open basis a of power exp(exp(rc)) and each 
nonempty open se: has power exp(exp(K)). By Lemma 5.1. X* is exp(exp(K))- 
resolvable as well as strongly n-resolvable for each E c W. X* is not strongly 
~~resolva’ble y Proposition S .3. El 
Before we state the next result, we define two cardinal invariants on a space X: the 
dispersion character, a(X), is the least cardinal of a nonempty open set in X; the 
character, x(X), is the least cardinal x such that every point of X has a local basis of 
power x. 
5.5. Theorem. Let Xbe perfect. If Xis first countable To, then Xis o-resolvable, IfX is 
locally compact Hausdorj!, then X is exp(o)-resolvabie. In either case, X is strongly 
n-resolvable for each n CO. 
Proof. We draw heavily from Hewitt’s paper [ 131. 
611113138 a. Let X be an infinite Tl space where w(X)G(X). Then X is 6(X)- 
resolvable, as well as strongly n-resolvable for each n c w. 
roof. f %e Lemma 5.1, 
. X e’s K-resolv, rble iff every nonempty open subset of X contains a nonempty 
set which is K-resolvabk in its relative topology. 
roof. Just mimic the q?roof of Theorem 20 of [l3], which is stated for K = 2. 
Let X be a psrfect To Tace such that every nonempty open U G Xcontains 
an open V # 0 such that for each x E V, x(X, x) G 1 VI (where x(X. x) = the leastx such 
that x has a Eocal bask of power x). Then X is 6(X)-resolvable. b 
roof. Use Lemmas a and b together as in the proof of Theorem 46 of [13]. 
Now ts prove Tb zorem 5.5, first let be perfect To, andl first countable. Use 
Lemma c dirzectly tc get the conclusion. is locally compact ausdore then, by a 
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well-known theorem of Aleksandrov and Uxysohn (see [46]), x(X) s S(X), so by 
Lemma C, X is 8 (X)-resolvable. But S(X) 3 exp(o), since X is locally compact 
ausdorff and perfect. 
The strong n-resolvability (n c O) in each of the above cases is immediate from the 
construction. 0 
Thus any perfect locally compact Hausdorff space witnesses the fact that even 
exp(&resolvability needn’t imply strong o -resolvability; and moreover that strong 
~vl -resolvability for each n < o needn’t imply strong o-resolvability (whether or not 
M -resolvability for each n < o implies o -resolvability is still an open question). 
It is clear that one can get the converses of (i)-(iii) above to fail decisively when the 
cardinals K, A are infinite. We confine ourselves in the rest of this section to the case 
where K, h are finite. 
5.7. Theorem. For every positive natural‘ number n there is a (countable) Tl space 
which is n-resolvable but not (n + I)-resolvable (nor even strongly n-resolvable, when 
n 32). 
Proof. The case n = 1 has been explored in [ 131. In this case the space may be: taken 
to be Hausdorff. 
We prove the case n = 2. The higher cases are treated similarly (the added 
complexity being insubstantial). 
Our space 2 is defined as follows: the points of Z are taken from two disjoint 
countable sets X, Y; the nonempty open sets are of the form A u B where A E D, 
B E E, and D, E are nonisomorphic free ultrafilters on X, Y respectively, 
It is easy to see that 2 is a resolvable TI space, since both X, Y are dense in 2. Z is 
not 3-resolvable, for suppose CJj u Vi (1 G i s 3) are pairwise disjoint. Then for some 
1 s i s 3 Vie D and V$ E. Thus Ui u & cannot be dense. Z is not strongly 
Sresolvable either. To see this, suppose A = & u A& \J N is a collection of pa& 
from 2, where elements of Jv;r are subsets of X, elements of JUY are subsets of Y, and 
elements of N have one point taken from each of X, Ye Since the collection of 
nonempty open subsets of 2 forms a filter, we need only find nonempty open sets 
Ax u &, AY u BY, A u B such that no member of 4~ lies in Ax u Bx, etc. We can 
then take the set (Ax n Av n A\ u (Bx n By n B). Let 
Ax = bh yo}, {Xl, y I), l . .}. 
If !._&ti I), set Ax = X -1 J&, Bx = Y. If I,_&& E D, assums, say, that 
{XO, x1, . . .} E D. ‘Then (~0, ~1, . . .}e D. Let Ax = {x0, x1, . _ .), Bx = IC We treat 
similarly. So suppose N = {{x09 yO}, {x1, yl}, e . .}, and let f : X -i, Y be a bijectiion with 
yn = f(x,), x c o. Since D, E are nonisomorphic there is a set I E D such that fi1’] E! E. 
If either {x0, x1,. . .}ti D or {yO, yl,. . .,}E% we can easily find a nonempty open 
containing none ef the pairs {xn, yn}. If {x0, x1, . . .} E and 1~0, YI, . . .S 
then set = I n (x0, x1 p . * .), ={yo, yl, l l .)-AA]. Cl 
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s. (i) The space in Theorem 5.7 is connected Tl but not ausdo% It would 
be rice to have a Hausdorff counterexample. 
(ii) In the space 2 of Theorem 5.7, assume that D and E are isomorphic, 
say via the bijection f:X + Y. Then the collection {{x, f(x)}: x E X} shows 
that this new space is a strongly 2-lc;solvable T1 space which isn’t 3-resolvable, 
let alone strongly 3-resolvable. Again, it would be nice to have a Hausdorff 
counterexample. 
pological ultrapowers of the rational lime 
In this section we prove that, under the GCH, a large number of topological 
ultraproducts look alike. We first repeat he main result of [S]. 
6.1. Theorem, Let u be an infinite cardinal. Then exp(rc) = K+ ifffor every K-sequence 
(x, : a < K) of regular spaces of weight S exp(rc), and every regular irltrafilter D on K, 
nDXa is paracompact. q 
We prove here a similarly phrased theorem about good ultraproducts. The 
conclusion will of course be quite a bit stronger, but the Theorem will not be as sharp 
since we will be unable to deduce the negation of the conclusion merely by assuming 
K+< eXp(K). Rather it will be apparently necessary to use the equiconsistent 
“exp(K) = exp(rc ++)“. 
Let K be an infinite cardinal. 
(i) If e?@(K) = K+, then for every K-sequence (X, f a < K) of regular perfect spaces of 
cardinality + weight s eXp(K), and every good ultra,filter D on K, &, Xa = n,, (Q) 
(where Q denotes the space of rational numbers, and ’ * =” denotes homeomorphism ). 
(ii) If exp(~) = eXp(K++ ), then there is a perfect compact Hausdorff space X of 
cardinality + weight G exp(K i such that for any regular ultrafilter D on K, n, (X) fails 
L be normal, so in particular n, (X)+ n, (02). 
Before proving Theorem 6.2, a few comments are in order. First, in order to avoid 
a lot of repetition, we assume familiarity with [4,5], only stating the r:sults we use. 
Second, so that the proof of (a> be more intelligible, we treat spacer, as relational 
structures as outlined in the Introduction. In particular we define a basoid to be a 
structure of the form {X u 98 ;X, 3, s ) where B is a basis for a topology on X (B* is 
the associated topolol;y). Twc’ basoids %, !8 are isom!orphic if they are isomorphic in 
Q,.e model-theoretic sense a:ld we write $x = Q3. IIf 9I* = B* (Le. t 
topological structures are isomorphic) then ‘% and B are homeomo 
write VI = 9% 
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eore (i). Let (Xa : LY C K) be regular perfect and of power -I- wei; $t =G 
exp(rc), with D a K+-good ultrafilter on K. Then the basoid 
is K +-saturated as a relational structure (see [8,1 l] for details). For each e < K let Y= 
be an elementary substructure of XLy of countable cardinality. Thazn Y* is a basoid 
which has countably many points, countably many basic sets; and Y,* is perfect 
regular (the details can be found in [4]). Now all perfect regular countable and second 
countable spaces are homeomorphic to Q, so let fa : Ya + Q be a homeomorphism for 
each a! < K. Then nDfa : n, Y, -) nL, (Q) is also a homeomorphism. Now n, Xa is 
K+-saturated ofpower exp(rc) = K+. So also is &, Y,. In addition &X, and m, Y, 
are elementarily equivalent relational structures. Thus&,X& = n, Y, (see [S, Ill). 
Consequently n, Xa = nu (Q). cl 
Remarks,! (i) fl, (Q) as a topological space is perfect, linearly orderable (the 
ultraproduct of the natural ordering on Q will do), and A-metrizable: for some 
K+S A sex&?(K) (where a space X is A-metrim% (see [lg, 20, 231) if X has a 
uniformity which, as a filter of binary relations on X, has a basis linearly ordered by 
inclusion in confinality A ). Consequently n, (Q) is hereditarily paracompact regard- 
less of the combi.natorial nature of D. 
(ii) In Theorem 6.1 we could replace the statement, “nD Xa is paracvmpact” v.i!h 
the stronger assertion, “nDXu is exp(K)-metrizable” (this is not don? in [5]). One 
simply uses the fact that nDXa is regular, &additive (K + = exp(rc)), and of weight 
~exp(K). Then, in a manner analogous to the way in Vwhich one embeds 
regular second countable zero-dimensional spaces in the Cantor discontinuum 2”, 
we embed nDXy within the space (2 (K+))K+ (where (X)A is the expansion of 
7=x formed by closing 7~ under intersections of length< K. These spaces are 
studied in various places (see [4, 5, 12, 19, 20, 23, 251). For A a regular cardinal, 
the space (2”)* is a A-additive analogue to the Cantor discontinuum and is 
A-metrizable [23]. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2(ii). We use the same counterexample we used in [S], namely 
X 3 2’“‘“‘. In that proof we showed that 
(a) (X)K+ is not normal; and 
(b) (X),+ ember; as a retract of n, (X) for any regular D (on K), whence &, (X) 
is not nornlal. 
So if, in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we assume xp(K) 3 K++ then X is a regular 
space of weight s eXp(K) such that no regular ultrapower &, (X) is normal, let alone 
paracompact. 
In the present proof we must also force eXp(K++) to be small; und it is consistent to 
have eXp(K”) = eXp(K). Under that assumption X is a regular perfect space of 
power + weight G exp(K) such that no regular ultrapowier &, ( 
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The foliowing is a purely model-theoretic application of the techniques of 
Section 6. 
7.1, Conjecture (Chang and Keisler [ 111, p. 5 141). Let E be a first order language 
of power G K with %, @ elementarily equivalent L-Structures Of power G K. Then 
&, (8) = & (23) for any regular ultrafilter D on K. 
We show that a related conjecture, one which Meisler has shown to be true 
assuming segments of the GCH (see [ 1 I]), is independent of ZPC. In particular we 
show that the statement, “Let L be a first order language of powers K with %, @ 
elementarily equivalent l;-structures of power G exp(K). Then n, @!I) = n, (@) for 
any good ultrafilter D on K.“, a consequence ofexp(K) = K+, is false if we work in the 
relatively consistent set theory, ZFC + (exp(K) = exp(K++)). As our counterexample 
we choose L to be the language of basoids, and assume xp(K) = eXp(K’+). Pick 
%?l =(2’““’ u 7; 2!y++), 7, f >, 
where ‘T is the Tichonov topology on the set of maps from K++ to 2. Let 8 be any 
countable structure which is elementarily equivalent to %. It is easy to check that ‘8 is 
a basoid and that %?* is a countab!e second countable regular perfect topological 
space. Thus the space Q of rationals has an open basis 53 such that 
ff D $s any regular ultrafilter on K and if &, (%) = fl, (@) then in particular the 
spaces (II, MN*, (IID (@))* are homeomorphic. But we saw earlier (proved in [Sj) 
that (&, (?I))* is, not normal. However (&, (58))” is an ultrapower of the rationals 
and is quite normal. U 
Noting that K+ -good ultraproducts are ti-saturated, we have also proved the 
independence from ZFC of the statement, “Let I, be a first order language of power 
G K, with !!!& 8 K+-saturated elementarily equivalent &Structures of power expfrc). 
Then ‘3s 93”. 
We mention in parting that Shelah [2P] has proved in ZFC that a weak version of 
Conjecture 7.1 holds with the new conclusion, “Then n, (%) --III, @Y) for some 
good Ultrafilter D on ,exp(K).“. His proof constructs D using induction with an 
“independent sets” argument (a la Hausdorff). 
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